60 FOOT 8 INCH BY 9 FOOT 6 INCH BOX CAR LOADED WITH 72 INCH DIAMETER FIBER MAT.

A - ROLLS OF FIBER MAT 47 1/2 TO 51 INCHES HIGH, 72 INCHES IN DIAMETER
B - KEY ANCHOR ROLL
C - 2 INCH BY 4 INCH BY STACK HEIGHT LUMBER
D - 9 1/2 INCH CARISTRAP BANDS SECURED IN "U" SHAPE AROUND KEY ANCHOR ROLL TO BANDING ANCHORS IN SIDEWALL OF RAILCAR. CARISTRAP IS STAPLED TO 2 INCH BY 4 INCH LUMBER TO PREVENT SAGGING. SEE FIGURE 1
E - DOTTED LINE DEPICTS DOORWAY AREA

"NOTES"
CARISTRAP USED TO FORM "U" AROUND KEY ANCHOR ROLL CAN BE CONSIDERED THE SAME AS DOORWAY PROTECTION.

IT IS DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE EXACTLY HOW MUCH ROOM WILL BE LEFT IN CAR AFTER 24 ROLLS ARE LOADED DUE TO THE WAY ROLLS NEST AGAINST EACH OTHER. IF NECESSARY, CORRUGATED OR WOODEN SPACERS MAY BE USED ALONG SIDEWALLS TO REDUCE EXCESSIVE LONGITUDINAL VOID SPACE

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE